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this message is from Alexander Bruce managing director of sandy bruce trucking Aberdeen 
  
we are a transport company based in Aberdeen operating 95 vehicles and employing 137 
people 
after twenty four years in this business I would quit tomorrow if I could  
we are vital to the economy yet get absolutely no support from any government body  
we pay the highest fuel taxes in the world yet have a second class road system  
we were one of the most regulated industries as regarded working hours yet are unique in  
having the working time directive imposed on us with no opt out clause  
this legislation is NOT wanted by employees employers or customers so I question who  
benefits from it especially as the whole of Europe has either not implemented or is not 
enforcing this legislation 
  
the current fuel duty situation is horrendous we pay by far the highest duty in the world on 
diesel for road transport 
yet this country seems quite happy to allow swarms of international operators who contribute 
nothing to the British  
economy or the upkeep of our roads, operate with impunity 
they ignore our legislation and break our laws and nothing is being done about it! 
they come into this country with large tanks full of cheap fuel and cut Scottish hauliers rates  
if you travel Britain's roads to any extent you can not fail to notice the huge amount of foreign 
registered trucks on  
them ,rember they can travel thousands of miles free and the government seem quite happy 
to lets this  
happen indeed  if you see the disadvantages the Scottish industry has stacked against it you 
wonder how we can  
survive against this blatantly unfair situation  
more important though than all this is the fact that all British but especially Scottish industry 
has to pay far more  
for transport than their European competition  
we have seen over the last ten years the loss of a bigger customer base than we currently 
have due to companies  
closing down or moving further south to be nearer the market place or abroad to be able to 
compete in the world market 
one of my customers told me it is cheaper to ship a container to America than it is to send a 
load from Aberdeen to London 
fuel represents 30% of our costs and as almost 80% of fuel is tax this means industries 
transport cost is equivalent to  
a 20%tax on the movement of goods hardly the basis to grow an economy!   
    
this industries average profit margin based on a percentage of sales is in the region of 2%  
we make a huge contribution to the economy in the form of  
fuel tax  
road tax  
insurance tax  
n.I. tax 
it is in spite of government that we survive not because of it ! 
we are not seeking subsidy we are not seeking special treatment we are seeking a level 
playing field 
to compete against our competition from Europe  
I used to think that the role of government was to encourage business growth, create 
employment 
and help business achieve a realistic return on the risk they take 
this industry is on its knees and instead our own government continues to kick us  
if anyone doubts the need for a strong transport sector rember back to the days of fuel 
disputes  
and how quickly shops and business ran out of supplies  



the same happens any time major road disruption happens either due to weather or 
incredibly  
when a major accident occurs which seems capable of closing the main arteries between 
Scotland 
and England for almost 3 days last year  
  
this all may sound as a bit of a moan  
but the reality is me and all my people run a very efficient professional company  
we work incredibly hard average 12 hour days 5 1/2 days a week and on call 24hrs a day 
which is what we accept is the price of trying to make a profit  
but unless we see some help coming in the form of legislation or taxation i see no future 
for this industry 
  
yours sincerely  
  
Alexander Bruce 
01224824936  
 


